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Cetrom Named Top Hosting Provider for
CPA Firms for the 7th Consecutive Year
Nov. 01, 2021

Cetrom, a provider of custom Cloud Hosting Solutions for CPA �rms, has been
awarded Top Hosting Provider for both ‘Product’ and ‘Company’ categories by K2
Enterprises for the 7  year in a row.

The 20  Annual K2 Quality Awards are the most well-respected and longest standing
awards in the accounting industry, and are determined by a poll of the K2 Enterprises
instructor team. Their votes are in�uenced by end user feedback and experience
received directly from accounting professionals during K2 Enterprises’ consulting
and extensive teaching efforts.

Randy Johnston, Shareholder and VP, K2 Enterprises says, “Cetrom has continued to
provide high-quality hosting services demonstrating their dedication to the CPA
profession.”

Cetrom has been hand delivering award-winning cloud hosting solutions to CPA
�rms since 2001. Developed speci�cally with CPA Firms’ unique needs in mind, each
custom IT solution is backed by 100% US-based senior-level engineers who
consistently deliver 5-star customer support around-the-clock. Cetrom’s team of
engineers pride themselves with extensive expertise in hosting and maintaining all
its client’s unique accounting applications. Over the past few years, Cetrom has made
deep investments in several advanced IT security technologies taking an aggressive
approach to combating the increasing and evolving cybersecurity climate impacting
the accounting industry today.

“Cetrom is, hands down, the leader in providing high quality turnkey hosting
solutions for accounting �rms,” said Brian Tankersley, Director, Strategic
Relationships, K2 Enterprises. “Cetrom’s premium hosting platform is built on an
industry-leading foundation of redundant hardware, cutting-edge security, and �rst-
class engineering, so when confronted by a pandemic and local staf�ng challenges,
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�rms can support workers seamlessly regardless of where they choose to live, work,
and play.”

Christopher Stark, president and CEO, Cetrom, said, “We’re honored to be named
Top Hosting Provider for the seventh consecutive year. The past couple of years have
been uniquely challenging for many businesses, in many ways. What we do keeps the
lights on for our clients. From the pandemic shift in operations to the growing talent
crisis, CPAs need a �exible work-from-anywhere environment that is secure, and
accessible around the clock. Our service is critical. That’s why we make it our priority
to continue to deliver reliable, �exible, and secure solutions for our customers.”
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